
  

 

 

Gary Platt Manufacturing Brings Unsurpassed Seating 

Comfort to Casino and Hospitality at G2E 2022 

 

Gary Platt in booths 2618, 2820 

  

When players are comfortable, they enjoy themselves longer, and no chair is more 

comfortable than those from Gary Platt Manufacturing. Now the company is 

bringing its unsurpassed casino and hospitality chairs to G2E 2022. 

  

A recent live, in-casino test conducted over several weeks compared slot 

performance with Gary Platt chairs and competitive products. Test results showed 

a 3 percent increase in time-on-device and an 11 percent increase in coin-in. Click 

to read more: Study Results 

  

Comfort and performance are two reasons why Gary Platt recently celebrated a 

milestone achievement for the gaming industry when the company produced its 

1,000,000th casino chair. 

  

At G2E, Gary Platt’s booth will be filled with a blend of new and classic chair 

models, including the globally popular and patented Monaco and Tesla casino 

models and an all-new version of its advanced and supremely functional 

Sportsbook Club model. 

https://steinbeckcommunications.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9f601ad1143bbcfcca4764c89&id=407ff312a9&e=22f418b02b
https://steinbeckcommunications.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9f601ad1143bbcfcca4764c89&id=351f05e84a&e=22f418b02b


  



Sportsbook Club from Gary Platt 
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The new Sportsbook Club has innovative flat tablet arms, making it easier and 

more comfortable than ever for fans to mark racing forms, keep up on the action on 

their laptop or phone, or enjoy food and beverage. 

  

The chair has options for tablets on each arm or a choice of right or left. A 

removable stainless steel cup holder snugly fits inside the tablet or directly into the 

arm. There are also a multitude of charging options including two USB ports, a 

power outlet , or the new wireless charging feature that will keep players charged 

and ready for phone-betting action. 

  

The seat is a generous 21 inches wide, and quick-change seat and back means 

repairs are fast and easy and will not cause disruption to the gaming action. 

Optional sports-style stitching adds an athletic design flair. 

  

Also on display will be a wealth of seating solutions from Gary Platt’s Sierra 

Nevada Hospitality division. Hospitality chairs are notoriously uncomfortable. Gary 

Platt changed the industry by creating the Sierra Nevada Hospitality line, filled with 

hundreds of models for every hospitality area: bar, banquet, convention, dining, 

office, wedding, and more. 

  

Beyond function, Sierra Nevada Hospitality chairs are highly customizable, from 

seat to back shape, leg design and color, fabrication, and materials. Like Gary 

Platt’s casino seating, every chair in the Sierra Nevada Hospitality collection is 

custom designed and hand-crafted to each customer’s unique and exact 

specifications.  

  

The hospitality line is pillow-soft thanks to its exclusive Platt-foam. The 

unsurpassed comfort comes from Gary Platt's exclusive cold-cured foam for a sit 

that is luxuriously soft. The foam process ensures consistency in the shape, 

density, and quality, and it is highly elastic, so it retains its firmness even after 

years of use. Additionally, there is a 10-year guarantee this form will not bottom 

https://steinbeckcommunications.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9f601ad1143bbcfcca4764c89&id=4ae2992c25&e=22f418b02b


 

out. 

 

Discover the comfort of Gary Platt chairs in booths 2618 and 2820. 
 

 


